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SANTORELLA PUBLICATIONS, Ltd, 1997. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 1585600490 Includes sealed audio CD. Unlike
many collections which feature obscure titles, Exceptional
Classics for Clarinet, arranged by Tony Santorella features a
broad assortment of well-known classics originally written for
piano. This best selling title contains works from a variety of
major composers, which by its nature, provides examples of
music written from several different eras. This eliminates the
need for multiple teaching materials and is a great resource for
teaching young horn players early, easy, original classics.
Exceptional Classics for Clarinet published by Santorella
Publications is a required text for many state audition lists and is
suggested by music educators associated with the highly
regarded NYSSMA organization. The accompanying CD is an
acoustic piano accompaniment and extremely helpful towards
learning these important masterpiece themes. Little Cradle
Song, Schumann ? Russian Folk Song, Beethoven ? Tell Me, Fair
Ladies from ?The Marriage of Figaro?, Mozart ? The Organ
Grinder, Tchaikovsky ? Allegro, Mozart ? Minuet, Bach ? Minuet,
Haydn ? Russian Song, Tchaikovsky ? Serenade, Mozart ?
Gavotte, Bach ? German Dances, Haydn ? Andante from ?The
Surprise Symphony? No. 94, Haydn ? Waltz, Beethoven ?
German Dance, Schubert ? Ecossaise, Beethoven...
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It in one of the most popular publication. It really is writter in easy words and not difficult to understand. You are going
to like how the author write this book.
-- Pr of . Eva ns B a listr er i DDS-- Pr of . Eva ns B a listr er i DDS

Completely essential go through book. This is for all who statte there had not been a worthy of reading through. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Lydia  Leg r os-- Lydia  Leg r os
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